Across
1. Step 8 in the chain
5. Step 4 in the chain
10. Sportscaster Kolber
14. "I think I goofed"
15. Burdened
16. Done to ___
17. Color similar to lilac
19. Growlers
20. Gawked at
21. Step 7 in the chain
22. Stadium seat
26. Step 5 in the chain
27. Tot
28. Feathery wrap
29. Georgia of "Everybody Loves Raymond"
30. Paramedic's equipment
36. Mideast harbor city
37. Collect slowly
38. 1988 chart-topping country album
39. Not be serious
41. Massenet opera
42. Language suffix
43. Preparing potatoes by squeezing them into grains
44. Step 6 in the chain
48. Stigma
50. Step 10 in the chain
51. Britain's P.M. until 2007
52. Speech problem
53. Has ready
58. Hot times in France
59. Bel ___ (cheese)
60. Prince William's alma mater
61. Forswear
62. Start of a word chain

63. End of the word chain

Down
1. Trophy
2. Opposite of "huh?"
3. Note after fa
4. Not just any
5. Minor insult
6. Outsider, in Hawaii
7. Slacker
8. Broadcast signal
9. Boomer or buster
10. Comedian Baron Cohen
11. 180, so to speak
12. Astronauts experience it
13. Obama slogan "___ can!"
18. Making sounds
21. "Take ___!"
22. Step 3 in the chain
23. Day before Mardi Gras
24. Urged, with "on"
25. Step 11 in the chain
26. "Burn After Reading" director Joel
28. Angelina's hubby
29. "Peer Gynt" playwright
30. Turn on a pivot
31. Mark of perfection
32. Step 2 in the chain
33. Skater Sonja
34. ___ Awards (annual prizes for African-American achievement)
35. Step 9 in the chain
37. "No kidding!"
40. Mathematical fig.
41. Prefix with economics
43. One who doesn't just stay
44. Did a cobbler's job
45. Correspond
46. "Peer Gynt" playwright
47. Stewed
48. Censor's sound
49. Oversight
51. Sweetheart
53. Ones with potato peelers, for short
54. It's south of S.D.
55. "What am ___ you?"
56. Unnerve
57. Photo lab abbr.